Highly Promoted Carrier Mobility and Intrinsic Stability by Rolling Up Monolayer Black Phosphorus into Nanoscrolls.
Rolling up two-dimensional (2D) materials into nanoscrolls could not only retain the excellent properties of their 2D hosts but also display intriguing physical and chemical properties that arise from their 1D tubular structures. Here, we report a new class of black phosphorus nanoscrolls (bPNSs), which are stable at room-temperature and energetically more favorable than 2D bP. Most strikingly, these bPNSs hold tunable direct band gaps and extremely high mobilities (e.g., the mobility of the double-layer bPNS is about 20-fold higher than that of 2D bP monolayer). Their unique self-encapsulation structure and layer-dependent conduction band minimum can largely prevent the entrance of O2 and the production of O2- and thereby suppress the possible environmental degradation as well. The enhanced intrinsic stability and promoted electronic properties render bPNSs great promise in many advanced electronics or optoelectronics applications.